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Abstract
The distributed architecture we consider in this
paper comprises different interacting sub-systems
(each modeled as a Petri Net), with one local agent
monitoring each sub-system. The agents are de-
signed to diagnose the local sub-systems based on
the local model, the local observation and the in-
formation exchanged with the neighboring agents.
The interactions between sub-systems are unob-
servable and are modeled by tokens that can un-
observably pass from one sub-system to another
via common places. Communication between lo-
cal agents is not necessarily initiated by events. For
this general setting we present a distributed algo-
rithm that allows the local agents to recover com-
pletely the results of a centralized agent after the
completion of a communication protocol.

1 Introduction
This paper deals with the distributed diagnosis problem of
large DES models[2; 4; 6; 8; 10; 13]. The setting we con-
sider is as follow. There is a large plant comprising different
interacting sub-systems. For each sub-system, modeled as a
Petri Net (PN), there is a diagnoser agent (d-agent in short)
that knows the local PN model, receives the local observa-
tions and can exchange limited information with the neigh-
boring d-agents. The observation of a d-agent comes via a
subset of (local) events whose occurrence is reported. The
faults that are subject of diagnosis are modeled as unobserv-
able transitions.

The interactions between different sub-systems are repre-
sented by tokens that pass (unobservably) via common places
from one sub-system to another but in each PN model of a
sub-system there is at least one observable event (transition)
in each path from an input place to an output place.

The diagnosis of a local sub-system requires the fault de-
tection (”did a fault event event happen?”) and the fault iso-
lation (”which kind of fault happened?”) [13]. Additionally,
the diagnosis may be required to provide”how a fault hap-
pened ?”(explanations[11])
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Beside the computation of a local diagnosis, each d-agent
must achieve also consistency with the local diagnoses of all
the other d-agents[13]. The general requirement of a dis-
tributed algorithm is that when the consistency of the local
diagnoses is achieved the centralized diagnosis of the plant
is recovered. Additionally there is required for each local d-
agent to compute a local preliminary diagnosis in absence of
any received information[4; 13]. Thus a d-agent should per-
form local calculations by handling a local PN model with an
uncertain initial marking; i.e. the local d-agent is uncertain
about its initial marking because tokens can enter unobserv-
ably its local PN model.

To tackle this difficult case there are two solutions. The
first one is to adapt to PN models the solutions proposed in
[2],[13] for a plant model given as a network of communi-
cating automata. This solution is based on computation of
an over-behavior (over-estimate) for each local sub-system
(component) considering upper bounds for the marking of
each input place of a PN model of a sub-system. An up-
per bound marking means the maximal number of tokens that
could have arrived or passed (in any scenario) via an input
place from the beginning of the process until a certain time
when the communication between the d-agents is allowed.
This solution is difficult to apply for PN models since it re-
quires a global analysis of the plant and it becomes unfeasible
when the plant structure changes often or the communication
exchange takes place at random times.

The second solution, proposed in[4], is based on abductive
reasoning that is recognized as an efficient method for reason-
ing in systems with incomplete knowledge. The abductive
reasoning starts from the observation (the effects) searching
for explanatory causes[5; 11]. For PN models the abduc-
tive reasoning implies the backward search starting from an
observed event locally deriving backward traces (minimal ex-
planations) that are enabled by the known (local) initial mark-
ing and by a minimal marking of the input places.

It was shown in[4] that by exchanging messages, the d-
agents can recover the centralized diagnoser stateF [12] that
is whenever a centralized agent is sure that a fault happened
at a local site, the local d-agent will be also sure that a fault
happened.

In this paper we extend the work in[4] in the following
way. We require each d-agent after computing the set of min-
imal explanations to extend the local calculation deriving also



an estimate of the number of tokens that could have beenpro-
ducedat the output places of a local PN model. This allows
a d-agent before and during the completion of the informa-
tion exchange to maintain an over-diagnosis of its sub-system
w.r.t. the faults a centralized diagnoser would have been sure
that happened. Then we design a communication protocol for
information exchange so that eventually the d-agents recover
completelythe same result as a centralized diagnoser.

The paper is organized as follow. Section 2 introduces the
PN notation. In Section 3 we present the local preliminary di-
agnosis of a d-agent. Then in Section 4 we design a commu-
nication protocol whose completion recovers the centralized
diagnosis result. Finally Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Petri Nets
A Petri Net is a structureN = 〈P, T , P re, Post〉 whereP
denotes the set of]P places,T denotes the set of]T transi-
tions, andPre : P × T → N andPost : T × P → N are
thepre-andpost-incidence functionthat specify the arcs.p•,
•p denote the set of input, respectively output transitions of
a place;•t andt• denote the set of input respectively output
places of a transitiont. A markingM of a PN is represented
by a]P-vector,M : P → N, that assigns to each place ofN
a non-negative number of tokens.

Given a PN〈N ,M0〉, LN (M0) is the set of all possi-
ble traces where a traceτ in 〈N ,M0〉 is defined as:τ =
M0

t1−→ M1
t2−→ . . .

tk−→ Mk, andMq−1 ≥ Pre(·, tq) for
q = 1, . . . , k. M0

τ−→ Mk denotes that the enabled sequence
τ may fire atM0 yielding Mk. Denote byRN (M0) the set
of all the reachable markings fromM0

The transition setT is partitioned into the disjoint sub-
sets of observableTo, and unobservableTuo transitions. De-
note byT ∗ the Kleene closure of the setT and by ε the
empty string. Lets ∈ LN (M0) ⊆ T ∗. The projection
Π : LN (M0) → T ∗o (denoted also asΠTo) is defined by:
i) Π(ε) = ε; ii) Π(t) = t if t ∈ To; iii) Π(t) = ε if t ∈ Tuo;
iv) Π(st) = Π(s)Π(t) for s ∈ LN (M0) and t ∈ T .
TF denotes the set of faulty events, (TF ⊂ Tuo). TF may be

finer partitioned regarding the kinds of faults that may happen
in the process. For simplicity we assume in this paper that all
the fault events are of the same kind.

For a set or a multisetX, 2X is the set of all the sub-sets of
X. Givenf : X → Y andA ⊆ X thenf(A) = ∪x∈Af(x).
Throughout the paper we treat a markingM as a vector or as
a multi set of tokens.| A | denotes the cardinality of a set or
multisetA. Givenτ = t1 . . . tn, alph(τ) denotes the set of
transitions that appear at least once inτ .

An oriented path℘ in a PNN is an oriented sequence of
places and transitions s.t.: i)℘ = p0t1p1 . . . pk−1tkpk and
ii) tq+1 ∈ p•q ∩ •pq+1 for q = 0, . . . , k − 1. An elemen-
tary oriented circuit (ec) ζ is an oriented path that comprises
different transitions and different places except for the ini-
tial placep0 and the final placepk that are the same. Ifζ
contains only unobservable transitions we say thatζ is an un-
observableec (denoteduec). Additionally if there is a place
pj (0 ≤ j ≤ k) of an uec ζ that has more than one outgo-
ing transition (| p•j |≥ 2) we say thatζ is anuec with choice
places and is denoteduecwcp.

An observed event is denotedto while a sequence of ob-
served events isO = to1 . . . tok. The time an observable event
toq happened is denotedθto

q
. We assume that a global clock

governs the overall process that is: ifθto
q

< θto
w

thenq < w.
The assumption is not too restrictive since the GPS technol-
ogy is of a common use nowadays. Besides in our field ap-
plication (the electrical transmission power network[3]) al-
most all the electrical utilities have synchronized clocks at
each substation.

3 Local Preliminary Diagnosis
In this section after describing formally the setting we intro-
duce the notions of explanations and minimal explanation of
a given observation. Then we present the backward algorithm
that allows a local d-agent to calculate the set of minimal lo-
cal explanations and the minimal number of tokens required
to have entered via the input places. Finally we extend the
minimal explanations by calculating forward the estimation
of the tokens on the output places providing the fact that the
minimal number of tokens required is satisfied.
We consider the plant description as follow (see Fig.1):

i) N =
S

i∈I Ni with Ni = 〈Pi, Ti, P rei, Posti〉
ii) P =

S
i∈I Pi and∀i ∈ I ⇒ ∃j ∈ I s.t.Pi ∩ Pj

4
= Pij 6= ∅

iii) T =
S

i∈I Ti and∀i, j ∈ I, i 6= j ⇒ Ti ∩ Tj = ∅
iv) ∀i ∈ I TFi ⊂ Tuoi

v) ∀i ∈ I Prei = Pre |Ni , Posti = Post |Ni

vi) IN i = {p | (p• ∈ Ti) ∧ ( •p ⊆ T \ Ti)}
vii) OUT i = {p | (p• ⊆ T \ Ti) ∧ ( •p ⊆ Ti)}

viii) 〈N , M0〉 is bounded w.r.t. to the unobservable evolution
∀M ∈ RN (M0), 6 ∃σuo ∈ T ∗uo s.t.M

σuo−−→ M ′ ∧M ′ > M .

Assumption 1 ForNi (∀i ∈ I), and for any oriented path
℘ that starts in a placep0i ∈ IN i and terminates inpki ∈OUT i there is at least one observable eventtoqi

∈ Toi .

Assumption 2 There does not exists any markingM reach-
able fromM0 s.t. only fault events can happen (otherwise
the faults will be predictable). 6 ∃M ∈ RN (M0) s.t. ∀t,
Pre(·, t) ≤ M ⇒ t ∈ TF .

Assumption 2 implies that∀tf ∈ TF ⇒ ∃pf ∈ •tf s.t.
| p•f |≥ 2 and∃t ∈ p•f s.t. t 6∈ TF .

Definition 1 Given a PN〈N ,M0〉 and a sequence of ob-
served eventsO = to1 . . . tok then:

E(O) = {τ | τ ∈ LN (M0) ∧ΠToτ = O}
is the set of all explanations ofO. The set of all the possible
states the plant can be in after observingO is:

M(O) =
n

M | τ ∈ E(O) ∧M0
τ−→ M

o
The centralized diagnosis given the observationO results

by projectingE(O) on the set of fault eventsTF :

D(O) = {σf | σf = ΠTF τ ∧ τ ∈ E(O)} (1)

Then the centralized diagnosis result is:

DR(O) =

8><>:
N iff D(O) = {ε}
F iff ε 6∈ D(O)

UF iff ε ( D(O)

(2)



whereN , F andUF are the diagnoser statenormal(no fault
has happened),fault (a fault of kindF has happenedfor sure)
and respectivelyuncertain(a fault may have happened)[12].

GivenD(O) denote byDi(O) (i ∈ I) the centralized diag-
nosis for the sub-systemi:

Di(O) =
n

σfi | σfi = ΠTFi
σf ∧ σf ∈ D(O)

o
(3)

and then the centralized diagnosis result for sub-systemi de-
notedDRi(O) results as in Eq.2.

3.1 Minimal explanations
A minimal explanation of a given observed eventto ∈ To

is a minimal set of causally closed events whose occurrence
allowedto to fire prior to any observable event. A minimal
explanation ofto is a configurationC in the net unfolding
U [1],[6] whose only minimal element is the observed event
to while all the predecessor event nodes correspond to unob-
servable transitions inN . However we present an alternative
definition that allows us to avoid the details related to the net
unfolding theory, the computational efficiency issue being be-
yond the scope of this paper.

Definition 2 Given a PN〈N ,M0〉, let to ∈ To be the first
observed event. Thena minimal contextMinC(to) of to is:

i) MinC(to) = 〈MinM, MinE〉
ii) MinM ∈ 2M0 (MinM ≤ M0) - a minimal marking

iii) MinE ∈ LN (MinM) - a minimal explanationMinE =
σuot

o with σuo ∈ T ∗uo

iv) ∀M ′ ( MinM thenMinE 6∈ LN (M ′)

v) ∀σ′uo obtained from σuo by deleting a transitiont ∈
alph(σuo)⇒ σ′uot

o 6∈ LN (MinM)

MinE is a minimal explanation ofto given the minimal
contextMinC = 〈MinM, MinE〉. Theset of minimal con-
textsof to is: MinC(to1) = {MinC | MinC satisfies i-v}
The set of minimal explanations ofto, denotedMinE(to1) is:

MinE(to
1) = {τ | ∃MinC ∈ MinC s.t τ = MinE}

Then the set of estimated markings givenMinE(to1) is:

MinM(to
1) =

n
M ′ | ∃τ ∈ MinE(to) ∧M0

τ−→ M ′
o

Example 1 Consider the PN displayed in Fig. 1 wheret6
is the first observed event. Consider the case of the central-
ized analysis. The sequence of eventsτ = t2t5t8t4t6t9. τ
is allowable in〈N ,M0〉 and moreoverτ obeys the observa-
tion. Analyzingτ , one can easily see that occurrences of the
eventst5, t9 andt8 are not inferable from the observation of
t6. Moreover the observation does not imply thatt8 happened
beforet6 nor whethert9 happened aftert6. They are assumed
executed in this way only because of the enumeration of all
the possible explanations of the observed eventt6. Consider-
ing the case of a large plant comprising hundreds of compo-
nents, the calculation of all the possible explanations results
in a very expensive computation that is usually impossible for
on-line applications. Notice that the fault eventt8 could have
happenedbutnot necessarily must have happened.

Given the observationO = t6 the set of minimal explana-
tions isMinE(t6) = {t12t0t3t6; t0t4t6; t1t4t6; t2t4t6}. The

computation of the set of minimal explanations is based on
backward reasoning starting from the observed events[4].
For instance after observingt6 one reasons that there was at
least one token inp4 beforet6 fired. The token inp4 was
produced by eithert4 or t3. For the case whent3 fired pro-
ducing the token inp4 (that was consumed further by firing
t6) there must have been token inp1 andp9. If there is a cen-
tralized knowing the overall model the reasoning continues in
the same way. If however we consider the case of the local
d-agentAg1 then the token inp9 is a minimal requirement for
tokens fromN2 to have enteredN1 in order to explain locally
t6 by MinE1

1 = t0t3t6.
Moreover a local minimal explanation is extended for de-

riving the tokens that could possibly have exitedN1 (e.g. via
p5). E.g. an extension ofMinE1

1 is E1
1 = t0t3t6t7.

t2
t1t0

t3

t5

t4

t6

p0

p2

p4

p1

p5

p3

p9

t7

t9

t8

p5

p7

p10

p8

t10

p9

t11

t12

d-agent1 d-agent2

p6

t13

t6,t10 - observable events        t1,t8 - fault events

Figure 1:

Now, the tokens required to have entered and tokens that
could have exited fromN1 must satisfy timing constraints
e.g. the token required onp9 must have come before the time
θt6 when t6 was observed firing and then for the extension
E1

1 = t0t3t6t7, the token produced atp5 by firing t7 could
have arrived inp5 only after the timeθt6 . To handle these
timing constraints, as described later in the paper, we attach
to each token a rank that expresses the time interval the token
could have arrived in the place specified by the marking.

In the following we present the backward computation of
the set of minimal explanationMinE of the first observed
event in the overall modelN extending also the approach to
handle a sequence of observed events. Then we show how
this method can be applied to a local model (e.g.Ni) whose
marking is partially unknown (i.e. the marking of the input
placesIN i is not know).

Defineaª b = a− b if a ≥ b, andaª b = 0 otherwise and
extend the operatorª to multi-sets in the natural manner[1].

Definition 3 Backwards enabling rule: A transition t is
backward enabled in a markingM ∈ N]P iff ∃p ∈ t•
s.t. M(p) ≥ 1. Backwards firing rule: A backward en-



abled transitiont in a markingM ∈ N]P fires backwards

from M producingM ′ (denotedM
tÃ M ′) whereM ′ =

M ª Post(t, ·) + Pre(·, t).
A sequence of transitionsτ = t1 . . . tm is backward allow-
able fromM (denotedM

τÃ M ′ ) iff for q = 1, . . . , m,

M
τqÃ M ′′ tqÃ M ′ whereτq = t1 . . . tq−1.

Definition 4 Given a PNN , consider a markingM ∈ N]P .
ThenM is covered byM ′ iff ∃σ ∈ LN (M ′), s.t.M ′ σ−→ M ′′
∧M ′′ ≥ M .

Proposition 1 Given a PN〈N , M0〉 and a markingM , then
M is covered byM0 iff ∃M ′ ≤ M0 s.tM

σÃ M ′.

Denote byBCN (M) the set of all the markings that cover

M : BCN (M) =
{

M ′ | M σÃ M ′
}

. Then we have thatM is

covered unobservablyiff ∃M ′ ∈ BCN (M) s.tM ′ ≤ M0 and
M

σuoÃ M ′ whereσuo ∈ T ∗uo. We denote byBCuo
N (M) the set

of markings that unobservablly cover the markingM .

Example 2 Consider in Fig.1 thatt6 is the first observed

event. LetM = Pre(·, t6) = {m(p4) = 1}. ThenM
t4Ã M ′

whereM ′ = {m(p2) = 1}. ThenM ′ t2Ã M ′′ with M ′′ =
{mp0 = 1}. SinceM ′′ < M0 we have thatτ = t2t4 is an
allowable in〈N ,M0〉 andM0

τ−→ Mτ with Mτ ≥ M .

Given a PN〈N ,M0〉 with to1 as first observed transition
then:

E ′(to
1) =

n
τ = σuot

o
1 | Mto

1

σuo M ′ ∧M ′ ∈ BCuo
N (Mto

1
) ∩ 2M0

o
M′(to

1) =
n

Mτ | M0
τ−→ Mτ ∧ τ ∈ E ′(to

1)
o

(4)
whereMinE(to1) ⊆ E ′(to1) ⊆ E(to1) and MinM(to1) ⊆
M′(to1) ⊆M(to1).

Moreover we have that:[
M∈MinM(to

1)

RN (M) ≡
[

M′∈M(to
1)

RN (M ′) (5)

For the centralized case, where the only assumption made
was that the〈N ,M0〉 is bounded[9] gives an algorithm to
calculateE ′(to1); a simple check extracts the set of minimal
explanationsMinE(to1) ⊆ E ′(to1). We skip the presentation
of the checking procedure that eliminates the non-minimal
elements ofE ′(to1).
E ′(to1) results after intersectingBCuo

i (Mto
1
) with 2M0 . To

avoid the computation ofBCuo
i (Mto

1
) we must find a techni-

cal condition that allow to discard backward traces that will
not result in minimal traces. This problem is similar with the
model-checking problem, where one checks whether mark-
ing M is covered/reachable from an initial markingM0 [1;
7]. The difference is that we should compute the set of all ex-
planations (E ′) whereas in model-checking it suffices to com-
pute the existence of a solution (one explanation). We modify
a standard backward search algorithm changing the termina-
tion condition (TC) as follows.
Problem: check whetherM is covered byM0 or not.
The standard termination condition (TC) for searching back-
ward along a leaf is:

TC: If M
σ′ M ′ ∧M ′ σ′′ M ′′ andM ′′ ≥ M ′ thenabort

We cannot use this termination condition since its applica-
tion may result in omitting the calculation of some explana-
tions inE ′. We illustrate this by the following example.

t1

t2

t3

t0

t4

p2 p1

p5

p3

p4

p0
p6

t5

Figure 2:

Example 3 Consider the PN shown in Fig. 2 where the dot-
ted lines emerging fromt4 andp4 indicate that the displayed
part is a sub-net of a large PN model. Consider that the event
t4 (the only observable event in the displayed part of the net)
was observed. ThenMt4 = {m(p3)} and we can calculate
BCuo

N (Mt4). One easily derivesMinE1 = t5t0t1t4 with
MinM1 = {m(p1) = 1,m(p6) = 1} andMinM1 ∈ 2M0 .
Notice that there is another minimal explanationMinM2 =
t5t0t1t2t3t5t0t1t4 that would have not been found by apply-
ing TC.

Obviously we need to modifyTC to avoid missing those
leaves where the marking increases because of executing an
ueocwcp ζ. Thus the modifiedTC is:

TCM If M
σ′ M ′ σ′′ M ′′ ∧ ζ 6⊆ σ′′ ∧M ′′ ≥ M ′ thenabort.

Algo backward
input: t ∈ To, M0 output:E ′,M′

1. Mt = Pre(·, t)
2. computeMt

σuo M ′

3. check TCM and checkM ′ ≤ M0

Algo backward terminates in finitely many steps for
〈N ,M0〉 bounded w.r.t. the unobservable evolution (item
viii ) in setting)[9]. Then the method extends to a sequence
of observed eventsO = to1t

o
2 in the straight manner. E.g.

apply Algo backwardfor the second observed eventto2 with
M ′ ∈ M′(to1) (see Eq.4) instead ofM0 and the minimal ex-
planations forτo = to1t

o
2 results by concatenatingτ1τ2 where

τ1 ∈ E ′(to1), M0
τ1−→ M ′ and τ2 ∈ E ′(to2), M ′ τ2−→ M ′′.

Notice that the completeness is guaranteed by Eq. 5.

3.2 The local calculation
Consider in the following the backward calculation in the dis-
tributed setting whereAgi (i ∈ I) has the the marking of
some places (e.g.IN i) unknown.

Example 4 Consider again the PN in Fig. 2 wheret4 was
observed but this time consider thatp0 is an input place on
the border. Then by applying TCM the computation does not
in general terminate since theuecwcp ζ := t0t1t2t3 can be
run backwards infinitely many times.



This motivates the following structural assumption we
must impose in order to assure that the local backward search
terminates without assuming in the input places infinite num-
ber of tokens.

Given anuecwcpζ, denote byKζ the set of limiting places

of ζ: Kζ
4
= {p | p 6∈ ζ ∧ ∃t ∈ ζ s.t. p ∈ •t}. A limiting

placep ∈ Kζ limits the number of executions ofζ since every
complete execution ofζ consumes one token fromp. For
MKζ

6= ∅ let MKζ
= {m(p) = 1 | p ∈ Kζ}.

Assumption 3 For any local modelNi (i ∈ I) and for any
uecwcpζ, there does not exist an executable sequence of un-
observable transitionsσuo with initial markingM that has to-
kens only in the input placesIN i (M(p) = 0 for p 6∈ IN i)
s.t. by firing fromM , σuo produces a markingM ′ greater
than the limiting marking ofζ, MKζ

.

6 ∃σuo ∈ T ∗uoi
s.t. (MKζ

σuoÃ M ) ∧ (M(p) 6= 0 ⇒ p ∈ IN i)

Before starting to communicate with other agents each lo-
cal agent use the local observation to obtain the set of min-
imal explanations and the minimum number of tokens re-
quired to have enteredNi via IN i. To incorporate the tim-
ing constraint we attach ranks to the tokens in the following
way. A markingM is considered in the sequel as a multi-
set of tokens, where to each token a linear time constraint
c < r(p) < c′ is attached.r(p) is the rank of the tokenp;
c, c′ are constants that express the earliest and respectively
the latest time a token can arrive in the placep. When omit-
ted c, c′ are assumed0 and respectively∞ (e.g. r(p) < c′
andc < r(p)). If placep contains more than one token under
markingM , the tokens having the same timing constrains are
denoted asc < r1(p) < c′, c < r2(p) < c′.

Initially all the tokens considered inM0 have the rank
r(p) = 0 being assumed that they were produced by a fic-
tive transitiontstart that fired at the timeθtstart = 0. Then
the tokens required to have entered beforeθto via p ∈ IN i

will have the timing constrainsr(p) < θto . Obviously the to-
kens produced by an observed transitionto will have attached
constraints of the formr(p) = θto for p ∈ (to)•. An unob-
servable transitiontuo that consumes the tokensr(pj) > cj ,
pj ∈ •tuo then produces tokens inpq ∈ t•uo with r(pq) >
maxpj∈ •tuo(cj).

Thus a local agentAgi derives backward for an observed
sequenceOi = to1i

. . . toki
the set of local minimal explana-

tionsMinEi(Oi), the set of minimum required tokensMIN i

and the set of estimated statesMinMi where:

∀τi ∈ MinEi ⇒ ΠToi
τi = Oi ∧ ∃MIN i ∈MIN1∧

∃Mmin
i ∈Mmin

i s.t. M0i ]MIN i

τi−→ Mmin
i

(6)

Notice thatMIN i ∈ MIN i andMmin
i ∈ Mmin

i are multi-
sets ofranked tokenswhere each token has a rank (a timing
constraint) associated with it.

Example 5 Consider for the PN in Fig.1 thatAg1 has
observedτo

1 = t6t6. A minimal explanation of the first oc-
currence oft6 is τ1

1 = t0t3t6 with M1
IN 1

=
{
r(p9) < θ1

t6

}

and Mmin
1 =

{
r(p0) > 0, r(p2) > 0, r(p6) > θ1

t6

}
.

Then the second occurrence oft6 is explained
by τ2

1 = t0t3t6 starting from Mmin
1 where

M2
IN 1

=
{
r(p9) < θ2

t6

}
is required at p9 and

Mmin
2 =

{
r(p6) > θ1

t6 , r(p6) > θ2
t6 , r(p2) > 0, r(p2) > 0

}
.

Hence we haveMIN 1 =
{
r(p9) < θ1

t6 , r(p9) < θ2
t6

}
, and

τ1 = t0t3t6t0t3t6.

The final step of the preliminary local calculation is to ex-
tendMinEi(Oi) for estimating the tokens that could have ex-
itedNi viaOUT i. Now consider computedMinEi,MIN i

andMmin
i . Then forMi ∈ Mmin

i and τi ∈ MinEi s.t.
M0i ] MIN i

τ−→ Mi, compute the unobservable continua-
tionsωi of τi by computingLN (Mi) ∩ T ∗uoi

.

Eext
i =

n
τiωi | M0i ]MINi

τi−→ Mi ∧ ωi ∈ LN (Mi) ∩ T ∗uoi

o
Mext

i =
n

M ′
i | M0i ]MINi

τiωi−−−→ M ′
i ∧ τiωi ∈ Eext

i

o
(7)

Agi usesMext
i to calculate the set of the possible output

markings:

MOUT i =
�
MOUT i | MOUT i = M ′

i |OUT i ∧M ′
i ∈Mext

i

	
(8)

whereMOUT i ∈MOUT i is a multi-set of ranked tokens and
the elements ofMOUT i are of the formr(p) > c, p ∈ OUT i.

Finally letMIN i
be expressed in the form:

MIN i =
n

MIN i(θ
−
tqi

) | qi = 1i, . . . , ki

o
MIN i(θ

−
tqi

) =
n

(nqi , r(pi) < θto
qi

) | pi ∈ IN i

o (9)

wherenki is the number of ranked tokens in the placesp ∈
IN i having the timing constraintr(pi) < θto

qi
.

Similarly for andMOUT i we have:

MOUT i =
n

MOUT i(θ
+
tqi

) | qi = 0i . . . ki

o
MOUT i(θ

+
tqi

) =
n

(nqi , r(pi) > θto
qi

) | pi ∈ OUT i

o (10)

wherenki is the number of the ranked tokens in the places
p ∈ OUT i having the timing constraintr(pi) > θto

qi
.

Now consider an observed sequenceOi = to1i
. . . toki

for which the local d-agent Agi has calculated
Eext

i ,MIN i ,Mext
i ,MOUT i as presented above.

Proposition 2 Given an arbitrary local observationOi, the
local preliminary diagnosis ofNi based onEext

i (Oi) is con-
servative w.r.t. the centralized diagnosis of faults that for sure
happened (the stateFi of a centralized diagnoser) that is:

∀i ∈ I DR−1
i (Fi) ⊆ ΠTFi

(Eext
i )

Proof: The proof is based on As. 2 where the algorithm con-
struction guarantees the completeness (see Eq.5). ¤

4 Protocol for Distributed Diagnosis
In the following we present how two d-agentsAgi andAgj

(Pij 6= ∅) communicate and update their results.
Consider that by the arbitrary time when the communica-

tion is allowedAgi has calculated for the local observation
Oi: Eext

i ,MIN i ,Mext
i and,MOUT i (see Eq.7,9 and, 10).

Agi sends to Agj the message: Msgi→j =
〈MIN i ,MOUT i , φi〉 where the input-output local cor-
relation functionφi is defined for a pair(MIN i ,MOUT i)



only if there is a local traceτi ∈ Eext
i s.t.M0i]MIN i

τi−→ Mi

∧Mi |OUT i= MOUT i .
Consider the pair-wise communication whereAgi sends

Msgi→j and simultaneously receivesMsgj→i. A pair of
local explanations(τi, τj) is consistent if∃τ ∈ E(O) s.t.
τq = ΠTq

τ (for q = i, j).

Proposition 3 A pair of local explanations(τi, τj), τi ∈
Eext

i (Oi) andτj ∈ Eext
j (Oj) is consistent if:8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

κi=qiX
κi=1i

M(θ−κi
) ≤

X
θκj

<θqi

M(θ+
κj

) qi = 1i . . . ki

κj=qjX
κj=1j

M(θ−κj
) ≤

X
θκi

<θqj

M(θ+
κi

) qj = 1j . . . kj

(11)

In words Prop. 3 states that(τi, τj) is consistent if for any
input place ofNi (resp.Nj), at any”time” i.e. qi = 1i . . . ki

(resp.qj = 1j . . . kj) the number of tokens required to have
entered a local sitei (resp. j) is lower than the number of
tokens that could have exited the local sitej (resp.i).

Now for a consistent pair(τi, τj) (satisfying Eq.11) if
moreover| MIN i | < | MOUT j | or | MIN j | > | MOUT i |
thenτi or τj can be extended further generating new consis-
tent pairs. Denote∆i = MOUT j ªMIN i whereª applies to
MOUT j andMIN j seen as vectors. We can forget the timing
information encoded to a marking because there is required
to achieve consistency at the timeθc when the information
exchange takes place. Notice that the tokens leaving laterNi

will have r(p) > θc.
Then we have the new generated consistent pairs(τ ′i , τ

′
j)

whereτ ′i = τiω
′
i andτ ′j = τjω

′
j with ω′i ∈ Li(Mτi ]∆i) and

ω′j ∈ Lj(Mτj ]∆j).
DenoteLcon

i (Oi) = {τi | ∃(τi, τj) consistent} the set of
all initially generated consistent local traces. Then the set of
all consistent local traces,Lext

i (Oi) is:

Lext
i (Oi) =

�
τ ′i = τiω

′
i | ∃τi ∈ Lcon

i (Oi) ∧ ω′i ∈ Li(Mτi ]∆i)
	

(12)

Example 6 Let O = t6t10. For Ag1 consider
τ1 = t0t3t6t7t2t5 where MIN 1 = {r(p9) < θt6},
M11 = {r1(p2) > 0, r2(p2) > 0} and MOUT i =
{r(p5) > θt6 , r(p5) > 0}. Consider forAg2 τ2 = t12t9t8t11
whereMIN 2 = {r(p5) < θt10}, M22 = {∅} andMOUT 2 =
{r(p9) > 0, r(p9) > θt10}. (τ1, τ2) are consistent and then
∆i = {m(p9) = 1} and∆j = {m(p5) = 1}. Thenω′j = t9.

Notice that for the general case (more than two agents)Agi

sends messages to each d-agentAgj of the form:

Msgi→j = 〈MIN ij ,MOUT ij , φij〉 (13)

MIN ij = ΠOUT ijMIN i andMOUT ij = ΠIN ijMOUT i .
Now consider that the preliminary computations of each

local site and the local updates after pairwise communication
rounds are performed as described above. Moreover assume
that the information exchange isfair [6] i.e. no local agent is
allowed to communicate infinitely often with some neighbor
while no communication to some other neighbor takes place.
Then we have the following result.

Theorem 1 Denote byLDRi(Oi) the local diagnosis re-
sult of a d-agentAgi (i ∈ I) based onLext

i (LDi(Oi) =
ΠTFi

Lext
i (Oi)). Then the local d-agents having the dis-

tributed knowledge of the plant and the distributed observa-
tion recover completely after finitely many communication
rounds the local diagnosis result of a centralized agent:

∀i ∈ I LDRi(Oi) = DRi(O)

Proof: The computation terminates after finitely communica-
tion rounds by achieving a fix point. ThenLext

i (Oi) that is
obtained byAgi when the fix point is achieved is such that
Lext

i (Oi) ≡Σ ΠTiE(O). The statement is proved then by
projecting≡Σ-sets ontoTFi

(τ ≡Σ τ ′ iff Στ = Στ ′ ). ¤

5 Conclusions
For the case of unobservable interactions between compo-
nents we have presented in this paper a distributed algorithm
that allows local d-agents to recover the result of a central-
ized diagnosis by efficient local calculations (that combine
the backward and the forward search) and information ex-
change. We intend to further extend this method by relaxing
the assumption that in each component there is at least one
observation in any path from an input to an output place.
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